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Abstract
Background and Aim: Sheep productivity in developing countries is crucial, as this animal is an essential source of meat 
and wool. Myostatin (MSTN) plays an important role in the regulation of muscle mass through the regulation of muscle 
growth, differentiation, and regeneration. The present study sought to investigate genetic variation in the first intron of the 
MSTN gene and the association of variants with growth traits in major sheep breeds in Egypt (Barki, Ossimi, and Rahmani) 
and Saudi Arabia (Najdi) using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and sequencing.

Materials and Methods: Blood samples were collected, and DNA was extracted from 75 animals. A 386 bp fragment in the 
first intron of the MSTN gene was amplified using PCR. Polymorphic sites were detected using direct sequencing and then 
correlated with growth traits using a general linear model.

Results: Sequence analysis of the first intron of MSTN gene identified six single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the 
studied breeds. Four mutual SNPs were determined: c.18 G>T, c.241 T>C, c.243 G>A, and c.259 G>T. In addition, two 
SNPs c.159 A>T and c.173 T>G were monomorphic (AA and TT, respectively) in the Ossimi, Rahmani, and Najdi breeds 
and polymorphic in the Barki breed. The association analysis revealed that the c.18 G>T and c.241 C>T significantly 
associated (p<0.05) with birth weight and average daily weight gain, respectively.

Conclusion: Our results strongly support MSTN as a candidate gene for marker-assisted selection in sheep breeding 
programs. Furthermore, the identified variants may be considered as putative markers to improve growth traits in sheep.
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Introduction

Sheep are an essential component of the agricultural 
sector in Egypt, as well as worldwide. Conventionally, 
sheep supply small and marginal breeders with meat, 
milk, and wool products. In Egypt, sheep are an import-
ant source of meat production, contributing approxi-
mately 6% of total red meat produced [1]. Based on 
the total number of sheep, Barki, Ossimi, and Rahmani 
are the major sheep breeds in Egypt distributed along 
the western Mediterranean coastal region, the middle 
of Egypt, and the Northern Nile delta [2]. Substantial 
variations distinguish between these breeds in pheno-
typic and productive characteristics [3]. Conversely, 
Najdi sheep are the prime local breed in the eastern 
province of Saudi Arabia, and it has the most favorable 
meat with the most desired taste among all breeds in 
Saudi Arabia [4].

The performance traits of animals (e.g., growth 
performance) have a direct impact on the profitability 

of any animal production enterprise; therefore, these 
traits have been targeted by several sheep breed-
ing programs in different countries [5]. The genetic 
basis of any such performance trait should be under-
stood. Growth performance as a quantitative trait is 
controlled by many genes, one of which is Myostatin 
(MSTN) [6].

MSTN, also known as growth and differentiation 
factor 8, is a member of the transforming growth fac-
tor-β superfamily and acts as a negative regulator of 
skeletal muscle growth [7]. It is located at the end of 
the long arm of chromosome 2 (2q32.2) in sheep (Ovis 
aries) and comprises three exons and two introns [8]. 
It has previously been recommended as a candidate 
gene to improve muscle production in sheep [9]. 
Moreover, the association of MTSN polymorphisms 
with several muscle-related traits has been reported 
in other livestock, such as cattle [10], chickens [11], 
horses [12], and rabbits [13]. Importantly, the “dou-
ble-muscling phenomenon” observed in different spe-
cies is a result of mutations in MSTN that disrupts its 
expression, resulting in a completely non-functional 
protein. This has great potential to enhance muscle 
growth, leading to dramatic muscularity [14-16].

Association analysis using single-nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) is the most effective approach 
to identify genetic markers potentially related to a 
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trait of interest [17]. This involves screening candi-
date genes, which may be biologically related to the 
desired trait, for putative mutations, and consequently 
correlating these results with accurate phenotypes of 
a group of individuals [18,19]. The identified genetic 
markers may be useful in selection and breeding pro-
grams in livestock [20]. Variations in the non-coding 
regions of the MSTN gene have been found to relate to 
muscle growth and meat quality traits in sheep [21,22], 
which can be attributed to their effects on the regula-
tory elements of the gene itself [23].

Several studies have reported that the variations 
in MSTN have been associated with increased skele-
tal muscle mass in sheep [9,24] and muscular yield 
commercially [25,26]. Therefore, MSTN in farm ani-
mals should be considered to identify the appropriate 
animals for selection programs, especially marker-as-
sisted selection for economic traits [27]. In this study, 
a combination of polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
and DNA sequencing was used to ascertain genetic 
variation in intron 1 of the MSTN gene in different 
sheep breeds and their association with growth traits 
such as birth weight (BW), final weight (FW), and 
average daily weight gain (ADG).
Materials and Methods
Ethical approval

This study does not require ethical approval; 
however, samples were collected as per standard sam-
ple collection procedure without any harm to animals. 
The authors obtained consent from sheep farm owners 
for sample collection.
Study period and location

The samples were collected from August to 
November 2018 from two animal production farms 
that belong to the Faculty of Agriculture, Ain Shams 
University, and the Faculty of Agriculture, Al-Azhar 
University, Egypt. DNA isolation, PCR and Sequence 
analysis were carried out from December 2018 to 
August 2019.
Animals and blood sampling

The present study was conducted on 75 animals, 
including 60 animals from three different Egyptian 
sheep breeds and 15 animals from a Saudi Arabian 
Najdi breed. The Egyptian sheep comprised 40 
females and 20 males from Barki (17), Rahmani (21), 
and Ossimi (22) breeds. Barki sheep were maintained 
at Nubaria Farm, National Research Centre, Egypt. 
Rahmani and Ossimi sheep were sourced from two 
animal production farms belonging to the Faculty of 
Agriculture, Ain Shams University, and the Faculty of 
Agriculture, Al-Azhar University, Egypt. Phenotypic 
data including BW, FW at slaughter, and ADG were 
recorded for each animal of the Egyptian breeds. 
Finally, blood samples were collected from the jugu-
lar veins of all 75 animals in vacuum tubes containing 
0.25% of the anticoagulant ethylenediaminetetraacetic 
acid. These samples were stored at −80°C until DNA 
extraction.

DNA extraction
Using the salting out procedure described by 

Miller et al. [28], genomic DNA was extracted from 
whole blood. The DNA concentrations were deter-
mined using a NanoDrop 1000 (Thermo Scientific) 
and then were adjusted to concentrations of 50 ng/µL 
for PCR.
PCR amplification

Based on the primers published by Sjakste 
et al. [23], the following forward and reverse 
primers were used for PCR amplification of 
the first intron of the MSTN gene: Forward 
5′-GAAACGGTCATTACCATGC-3′ and reverse 
5′-CATTTGGTTGCCTGAAATATG-3′. The 25 µL 
PCR reaction mixture consisted of 3 µL (150 ng) 
template DNA, 1 µL forward primer (10 µM), 1 µL 
reverse primer (10 µM), 12.5 µL 2× PCR master mix, 
and 7.5 µL nuclease-free water. The reaction was 
cycled at the following conditions: Initial denaturation 
for 5 min at 94°C, followed by 35 cycles of denatur-
ation at 94°C for 1 min, annealing at 62°C for 1 min, 
and extension at 72°C for 1 min, and a final extension 
for 5 min at 72°C. The PCR product was analyzed by 
electrophoresis on 2% agarose gel.
Sequence analysis and SNPs identification

Purified PCR products were sequenced by 
Macrogen, Incorporated (South Korea) using forward 
and reverse primers. The specificity of the nucleo-
tide sequences was determined using Basic Local 
Alignment Search Tool (BLAST, https://blast.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) [29]. Sequences were analyzed 
through multiple alignments using Clustal Omega 
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/) [30] to 
determine polymorphic sites, which were confirmed 
through the visual examination of sequence charts.
Statistical analysis

The association between identified MSTN geno-
types and the studied traits was determined using the 
general linear model process in SAS (SAS Version 
8.2, SAS Institute, Cary, NC). The following model 
was used to assess the significance of associations:

Yijk = µ+Bi+Gj+Hk+eijk,
Where, Yijk=the trait of interest (BW, FW, and 

ADG); µ=the overall mean; Bi=the fixed effect of the 
breed (3 levels); Gj=the fixed effect of the ith genotype 
corresponds to each SNP independently; Hk=the fixed 
effect of the kth sex of animal (2 levels); and eijk=ran-
dom error. The random error was assumed to be nor-
mally distributed with a mean equal zero and variance 
equals δ2

e.
Results
Descriptive statistics

Table-1 presents the estimates of least square 
means±standard deviations and minimum and maxi-
mum BW, FW, and ADG for the studied breeds. In 
general, BW ranged from 2.5 to 4.1 kg; FW, from 37 
to 63 kg; and ADG, from 68 to 142 g/day. A higher 
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average BW was observed in Rahmani sheep (3.4 kg) 
and Ossimi sheep (3.46 kg) than in Barki sheep 
(2.93 kg). Similarly, the FW was higher in Rahmani 
sheep (51.58 kg) and Ossimi sheep (48.11 kg) than 
in Barki sheep (43.62 kg). Similarly, a higher ADG 
was observed in Rahmani sheep (98.83 g/day) and 
Ossimi sheep (100.66 g/day) than in Barki sheep 
(90.12 g/day).
Effect of breed and sex

Analyses of variance indicated that neither the 
fixed effect of the breed nor the sex of the animal had 
significant effects (p<0.05) on the BW. The breed 
tended to have a significant effect (p=0.07) on FW, 
whereas the sex of the animal had a highly significant 
effect on the FW (p=0.001). Similarly, the breed did 
not affect ADG, although sex had a significant effect 
(p=0.002) on ADG, as male lambs had a significantly 
higher ADG than female lambs.
MSTN variation in the studied breeds

PCR amplification produced a 386 bp PCR 
product from the first intron of the MSTN gene in 
different sheep breeds, including Barki (accession 
no. MT361503), Ossimi (accession no. MT361504), 
Rahmani (accession No. MT361505), and Najdi 
(accession no. MT361506). These sequences were 
analyzed to detect SNPs in the studied sheep breeds 
(Figure-1A and B). FourSNPs were detected: c.18 
G>T, c.241 T>C, c.243 G>A, and c.259 G>T. The 
most interesting SNPs detected were c.159 A>T 
and c.173 T>G, which showed one genotype (100% 
AA and 100% TT, respectively) (monomorphism) 
in Ossimi, Rahmani, and Najdi sheep and different 
genotypes (polymorphism) in Barki sheep (Table-2). 
Table-3 presents the genotypic and allelic frequencies 
of MSTN variants in the studied sheep breeds.
Effect of MSTN genotype on the studied traits

Among the six identified SNPs across the ampli-
fied region of MTSN in the three Egyptian sheep 
breeds, two SNPs tended to significantly influence one 
of the studied traits. The SNP c.18 G>T (rs119102825, 
also known as c.373+18G>T) and SNP c.241 T>C 
(rs119102826, also known as c.373+241T>C) showed 

significant associations with BW (p=0.05) and ADG 
(p=0.03), respectively. Lambs that carried the GG 
genotype at position 18 tended to have higher BW 
(3.55 kg) compared with other genotypes, whereas the 
TT carriers at position 241 tended to have higher ADG 
(101 g/day) compared with other genotypes. The rest 
of the SNPs did not show any significant association 
with the studied traits (Table-4).
Discussion

MSTN encodes a negative growth factor that 
inhibits both the terminal differentiation of myoblasts 
and the proliferation of myogenic cells [31,32]. It was 
reported as a candidate gene for improved muscle 
growth in livestock [33], which is positively correlated 
with the growth performance of the animal. Two muta-
tions in the gene were identified with high frequency 
as muscular hypertrophy alleles in Belgian Blue 
and Piedmontese cattle. Polymorphisms were also 
reported in this gene in different sheep breeds world-
wide [9,21-23,34,35]. Subsequently, these reports 
attempted to correlate these variants with important 
growth and carcass traits of such breeds. Similarly, 
Shafey et al. [36], Othman et al. [37] reported genetic 
polymorphisms in the MSTN gene in Egyptian sheep. 
To the best of our knowledge, our results show the first 
association between these polymorphisms and growth 
performance in Egyptian sheep breeds. Moreover, 
we report novel and breed-specific variants in the 
Egyptian major sheep breeds.

Growth performance is a complex trait that is 
likely to be regulated by multiple genes. Therefore, it 
is always of primary concern in breeding schemes to 
determine an animal’s breeding value [38]. In general, 
identifying genetic markers for growth traits are an 
initial and crucial step to establish a marker-assisted 
selection system [39]. The main determinants of fast 
growth in mammals are increased muscle cell growth 
and proliferation. In general, the estimates of growth 
traits included in the present study were consistent 
with those reviewed by Elshennawy [40] for the 
same breeds. However, slightly higher estimates were 
reported in Barki sheep by Sallam [41] (3.33 kg and 
140 g/day compared with 2.93 kg and 90.125 g/day 
for BW and ADG, respectively, in the present study).

Despite the tendency of the sex of the animal to 
influence growth traits in sheep [37,42], these effects 
were not significant in our results for BW. This may be 
due to the limited sample size population used in the 
present study. In agreement, the sex of the animal had 
no significant effect on the growth traits in other sheep 
breeds such as the Moghani breed [43]. Conversely, 
other studies have reported a significant effect of 
sex on growth traits [37,44]. However, phenotypic 
variations were observed between breeds in BW, as 
Rahmani and Ossimi sheep had higher BW than did 
Barki sheep. These breed and sex differences in FW 
were significant, in agreement with those reported by 
Othman et al. [37].

Table-1: Descriptive statistics of the studied traits.

Trait1 Average SD2 Minimum Maximum

Barki
BW (kg) 2.93 0.29 2.5 3.2
FW (kg) 43.62 6.1 37 53
ADG (g/day) 90.125 11.97 68 104

Rahmani
BW (kg) 3.4 0.54 2.8 4.1
FW (kg) 51.58 8.3 43 63
ADG (g/day) 98.83 28.62 75 142

Ossimi
BW (kg) 3.46 0.28 3 3.8
FW (kg) 48.11 5.76 41 56
ADG (g/day) 100.66 23.76 78 131

1BW=Birth weight (kg), FW=Full weight (kg), 
ADG=Average daily gain (g/day). SD2=Standard deviation
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Figure-1B: Polymerase chain reaction product sequences of two different alleles in Egyptian (Ossimi and Rahmani) and 
Saudi Arabia (Najdi) sheep breeds, showing single-nucleotide polymorphisms positions in red color.

Figure-1A: Polymerase chain reaction product sequences of two different alleles in Egyptian Braki sheep, showing single-
nucleotide polymorphisms positions in red color.
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The previous studies [22,45] showed that the 
exons and 3′-untranslated regions of MSTN were 
monomorphic in the studied sheep breeds. Conversely, 
our screening of the first exon of the MSTN gene 
showed polymorphism in the studied breeds, which 
was in agreement with Gan [21], Clop et al. [46], who 
reported that the first intron of the ovine MSTN gene 
was highly polymorphic in different sheep breeds. 
Hickford et al. [35] detected polymorphisms in the 
first intron of the MSTN gene and reported associa-
tions between these alleles and carcass traits in New 
Zealand Romney sheep. Similarly, Sjakste et al. [23] 
identified several SNPs in the same fragment of the 
MTSN gene in Latvian Dark head sheep, suggesting 
that polymorphisms in this non-coding region can 
affect regulatory elements.

In this study, genetic diversity analysis revealed 
that four mutual polymorphic sites were detected in 
four different sheep breeds (Barki, Ossimi, Rahmani, 

Table-2: SNPs positions and genotype frequencies detected in MSTN intron 1 of different sheep breeds.

SNP position SNPs Barki (%) Ossimi (%) Rahmani (%) Najdi (%) Chromatogram

c. 18 G>T GG 39 33 44 31
GT 47 49 45 49
TT 14 18 11 20

c. 159 A>T AA 69 100 100 100
AT 28 0 0 0
TT 3 0 0 0

c. 173 T>G TT 69 100 100 100
TG 28 0 0 0
GG 3 0 0 0

c. 241 T>C TT 39 64 56 20
TC 47 32 38 49
CC 14 4 6 31

c. 243 G>A GG 39 64 56 20
GA 47 32 38 49
AA 14 4 6 31

c. 259G>T GG 39 33 44 20
GT 47 49 45 49
TT 14 18 11 31

SNPs=Single-nucleotide polymorphisms, MSTN=Myostatin

Table-3: Genotypic and allelic frequencies of Myostatin 
variants in the studied sheep breeds.

SNP Allelic 
frequency %

Genotypic 
frequency %

SNPc. 18 G>T G T GG GT TT
Barki 63 37 39 47 14
Ossimi and Rahmani 63 37 39 47 14
SNPc. 159 A>T A T AA AT TT
Barki 83 17 69 28 3
Ossimi and Rahmani 100 0 100 0 0
SNPc. 173 T>G T G TT TG GG
Barki 83 17 69 28 3
Ossimi and Rahmani 100 0 100 0 0
SNPc. 241 T>C T C TT TC CC
Barki 63 37 39 47 14
Ossimi and Rahmani 76 24 55 36 9
SNPc. 243 G>A G A GG GA AA
Barki 63 37 39 47 14
Ossimi and Rahmani 76 24 55 36 9
SNPc. 259 G>T G T GG GT TT
Barki 63 37 39 47 14
Ossimi and Rahmani 63 37 39 47 14
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and Najdi) at nucleotide positions G18, T241, G243, 
and G259 after sequencing the amplified fragments. 
Consistently, polymorphisms in the first intron of the 
MSTN gene were identified in the Iranian Makuei 
sheep breed [47] and in the Kamieniec and Pomeranian 
sheep breeds [28]. By contrast, Soufy et al. [48] 
reported that the first intron was monomorphic, and all 
samples showed the same genotypes in Sanjabi sheep; 
similarly, Nada et al. [49] reported that all samples of 
the Egyptian (Barki, Ossimi, and Rahmani) and Saudi 
(Najdi and Harri) breeds showed the same genotype 
for exon 3 of the MTSN gene. However, Sahu [50] 
reported the first variations in exon 3 of the MSTN 
gene in Nilagiri sheep in South Africa, such as g.5622 
G>C. Interestingly, the c.159 A>T mutation showed 
polymorphism between an A and a T allele in Barki 
sheep, whereas it was monomorphic (AA) in Ossimi, 
Rahmani, and Najdi breeds. Similarly, polymorphism 
at c.173 T>G showed three different genotypes (TT, 
TG, and GG) in Barki and one genotype (TT) in the 
other breeds examined. This may explain the higher 
heterozygosity in this breed. Similarly, higher hetero-
zygosity has been reported in the Barki breed than in 
the Ossimi and Rahmani breeds [36]. Higher genetic 
diversity observed in the present study may be due 

to the intensive crossing processes in Barki sheep in 
comparison with other breeds. Moreover, this higher 
variability in the genetics of Barki has made this 
breed to be more adapted to the harsh conditions of 
the Egyptian desert, which is the predominant region 
in which this breed is cultivated [51]. Increasing the 
sample size may find additional polymorphisms in 
subsequent analyses [41].

Rather than relying on traditional breeding 
approaches to improve the growth traits in sheep, 
adopting genetic markers are an efficient adjunct 
tool to successfully achieve this improvement [20]. 
Reportedly, variants in the non-coding regions of 
the genome can influence phenotypes by affecting 
gene regulation [22,23]; for example, G/T transver-
sion at c.373+18 could functionally affect transcript 
splicing. Polymorphisms in the non-coding region 
of MSTN were reported to affect growth and carcass 
traits [21,34,35] in different sheep breeds world-
wide. Consistently, the two SNPs (rs119102825 and 
rs119102826) identified in this study were previously 
reported as significantly associated variants with sev-
eral growth traits in several sheep breeds both in New 
Zealand sheep [9] and in Polish Merino sheep [22]. 
Accordingly, our results suggest that polymorphisms 
within MSTN significantly influence growth traits in 
the Egyptian sheep breeds.
Conclusion

In the present study, we shed light on the MSTN 
gene as a potential promising genetic marker to 
improve growth traits in the major sheep breeds in 
Egypt. Sequence analysis of the first intron of the 
MSTN gene identified six SNPs in the studied breeds. 
Four mutual SNPs were identified: c.18 G>T, c.241 
T>C, c.243 G>A, and c.259 G>T, as well as two SNPs 
c.159 A>T and c.173 T>G that were monomorphic 
(AA and TT, respectively) in the Ossimi, Rahmani, 
and Najdi breeds and polymorphic in the Barki breed. 
Association analysis revealed that c.18 G>T and c.241 
C>T significantly associated (p<0.05) with BW and 
ADG, respectively. Our results suggest that polymor-
phisms within MSTN significantly influence growth 
traits in the Egyptian sheep breeds. We strongly 
 recommend reanalyzing MSTN variants using larger 
sample sizes to detect these polymorphisms and 
increasing the power of the current investigation.
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